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25.11.17

Judge: Wayne Vessey

Many thanks to Julie & Sue for their invitation to this lovely, well run show. Such a pleasant atmosphere
and some very nice exhibits. Ant Wainfur kindly stewarded for me and made a sterling job. Many thanks
again
British Black Silver Spotted Adult
2nd – 1st n/a

Copes

RONALDO SILVER YANA

BSH ns 24

F

6.8.16

This girl, although adolescent in frame and stature is certainly developing well and shows a fair
roundness to her head. The ears are well placed, medium sized and with rounded tips. Her profile
shows a gently rounded forehead and a short straight and broad nose. The chin recedes slightly, the
bite is not level I am afraid. She has a typical, relaxed and calm open expression. Her eyes are well
spaced, bit and round and she certainly uses them well. They are darker toned from the centre to a pale,
crisp, outer green. She presently stands a tad tall, but the bones are straight and strong, the paws, round
and firm. Her torso is solid, well muscled and firm with a fair breadth across the beam. The well ringed
tail is thicker at the base, and shows a couple of rings to the rounded tip. It could be slightly longer for
balance. Her coat is short, crisp and dense, healthy and in perfect condition. The bright pewter ground
showing a marked contrast with her arrow shaped, essentially well broken, spotting. Her face markings
are particularly attractive, as are her spotted toes. There is an absolute minimum of linkage. All in all a
very correct pattern. So sorry to withhold as she has so many virtues. A sweet natured girl with a
delightful temperament.
Awarded BOB

Pantings CH RONALDO SILVER XAVIA

BSH ns 24

F

25.5.15

Another attractive girl, well balanced and at the correct stage of development for her age. She has a
good rounding to the skull, well placed medium sized ears and a particularly good and open breed
typical expression. The eyes are well placed, round and full of expression without being bold. They are
an even and brightly toned green. Her nose is short and broad with a slight bump, the chin could be
that bit firmer, her bite is level. She has good body proportions and commensurate boning to her short
limbs, balanced tail. Her coat is of standard length, quite plush and dense with an element of softness
but plenty of spring. She has attractive facials, necklaces to her chest and well barred limbs. She has
large spots which show a hint of solidity about the spine line and some linkage down the shoulders and
flanks. She was presented in healthy condition and had an affable, relaxed temperament.

British Black, Chocolate or Cinnamon Tortie Adult
Awarded BOB

Jenkins CH ALPHABERRY HIGGLEDY PIGGLEDY

BSH f

F

4.9.16

A well grown female of super breed type and excellent overall balance. There is an a defined rounding
to her skull, with well developed cheeks and neat, well positioned ears. She has a short, broad nose,
quite firm chin and a level bite. Her expression is quite outstanding, relaxed, open and inquisitive. The
well positioned, big round eyes are a deep, clear orange. She has short strong limbs with firm and
rounded paws. The body is compact, well muscled and weighty and the thick tail is balanced. Her coat is
plush, short and crisp with an excellent scrunchy texture. In terms of pigmentation she is a blend of
deep ebony black, and rich, vibrant reds, both displaying a high element of soundness. She has one or
two patches, and perhaps more red than some would prefer but she certainly has plenty of mingling and
shows both colours on all four feet. Shown in the peak of health and beautifully presented. She certainly
had the manners to marry her many virtues. A very attractive example of her breed.
A.C. British Golden Tipped Kitten
1st & BOB

Wilkinsons ABALUKI DANMOSO DEVIATION

BSH ny 12

F

22.3.17

This is a delightful baby with a defined open look and expression. She has a round skull, with neat ears
and chubby cheeks. The muzzle lines are rounded. Her forehead is broad and gently rounded, the nose
broad and straight. Her chin needs to become firmer. The bite is level. There is a clear, lighter green tone
to her eyes, which show liner and are big and round. She really uses them well, all enhancing the “look”.
She has a compact body and strong, well proportioned limbs with firm and rounded paws. Her tail is
thick, balanced and with a rounded tip. She has a slightly cooler, apricot ground with evenly dispersed
tipping. Her coat is slightly longer than ideal, a tad kitten soft as you could expect, but dense and with
plenty of life. She was quite feisty but handled well and was in excellent condition. A most pleasing
example of her breed.
British Black, Chocolate or Cinnamon Kitten
1st & BOB

Newmans

MOORMIST PUZZLE

BSH f

F

29.6.17

A girl of very good type with an apple shaped skull and neat ears fitting well into the contours. She has
an open look with an attentive and sparkling expression. The big round eyes are well placed and a clear,
bright shade of copper. She has a very good profile where the chin could be that bit firmer. Her bite is
level. She has compact body proportions and very good weight and muscle tone for her age, the limbs
are strong, straight and with firm rounded paws. Balanced tail. Her coat is presently a tad soft and open,
longer than ideal but with plenty of density and in excellent condition. She needs to develop more
intensity to her black and reds, but is quite well mingled with just a couple of patches and both colours
on all four feet. She is already a very strong character but handled well enough. Her presentation and
condition were first class.

British Ticked Tabby Neuter

1st & PC & BOB Miles PORTEOUS RETURN OF THE MACK

BSH d 25

MN

10.10.15

Big, strong, and powerful male. He has a good roundness to the skull, with some natural development to
occur with his cheeks. The medium sized ears are well positioned and have rounded tips. He has a
rounded forehead and a broad, straight nose. The chin recedes slightly and he needs to develop a tad
more in the muzzle. His bite is level. The eyes are round and a bright copper. They are well positioned
and expressive. His coat is short, crisp and dense, beautifully prepared and in the peak of health. His
ticking is subtle, but evident and the tones of an intense, superbly toned rich red. The body is compact,
well muscled and weighty, the tail could be a fraction longer for balance. He has sturdy, straight limbs
and firm rounded paws. A strong willed fellow but certainly good to handle. A very good example of his
breed.

